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TransEra (Draper, UT) is pleased to announce the release of the latest version
of HTBasic, HTBasic 10.0.2 for Windows.
HTBasic 10.0.2 for Windows includes several new enhancements and many bug fixes
including the following highlights:
Screen Builder is finally here!
The Screen Builder application allows you to
interactively generate a screen using new modern controls and an intuitive
interface. This tool allows you to modify the screens appearance, set each
controls properties, and save the screen for later inclusion in an HTBasic
program.
The new Screen Builder features simple to use drag and drop controls that make
it easy to create and customize a GUI interface for your HTBasic programs.
Our new ScreenbuilderDotNet is backwards compatible with any Screen Builder
files that have been created in previous versions of HTBasic.
Many changes were added to the Basic Plus portion of the software to increase
stability and to improve the overall user experience.
Great news! The 10.0.2 version is free (download only) to customers who have
purchased HTBasic 10.0.
Customers who currently have the 9.5 version will still be able to purchase the
10.0.2 release at upgrade pricing.
The TransEra HTBasic 10.0.2 for Windows Release is now available for download.
New HTBasic licenses delivered by download or shipped with a CD ROM disk after
August 21st 2014 will receive HTBasic 10.0.2 and will not need to upgrade.
FIXES:
======
Hovering the Mouse over a Combo Widget no longer uses 100% of processor.
The Clock Widget now correctly show AM/PM instead of Kanji characters on the
Japanese version of Windows.
Transient Widgets can now be moved outside the bounds of the main window of
HTBasic.
Maximize is now working as it should and fills the entire HTBasic window unless
it is a Transient Widget.
The colors in HTBasic are now displaying as they should.
The HTBasic Reset Utility is now compatible with all standard Windows
localizations.
In the "Add/Remove Programs" section of the Windows Control Panel the company
name under the HTBasic Install is now displayed correctly.
Several Focus issues in HTBasic and Basic Plus have been fixed:
When pausing a program the focus is now set back to the main HTBasic window
instead of remaining on Basic Plus Widgets and Dialogs.
Focus can now be toggled back and forth between 2 Basic Plus Widgets as it
should.
Keystrokes are now recognized by the main HTBasic Window even when Basic Plus
Widgets have the current focus.
Umlauts are now displayed correctly when used in screenbuilder files.
The String Widget Line Number attribute moves rows specified by Line Number into
view.
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The String Widget Scrollbar now displays correctly when setting the Scrollbars
attribute to "True".
Fixed several issues with the XY Graph widget including the Axis Labels not
displaying enough characters, and Number Format not working as it should.
The HTBasic icon is now displayed correctly in all standard Windows
localizations.
Fixed an issue where a radio button would remain selected even if other radio
button options were chosen.
Adjustments have to be made to resolve issues with the layout of several Widgets
and Dialogs.
The Basic Plus bitmap widget now closes the file handle whenever the widget is
destroyed.
The toolbars are now returned to the correct location after hiding and un-hiding
them programmatically.
The PUSHBUTTON Widget now has a transparent instead of white border and the
flickering issues have been resolved.
The FOCUS attribute is now supported with the STRING Widget.
Printing to LPT ports "2" or higher is now working correctly.
Setting global breakpoint using conditions ?Greater than or equal to? and "Less
than or equal to? no longer causes HTBasic to crash.
When using User-defined system menus in widgets the text is now always visible.
Resolved an issue where the Combobox Widget was not behaving as expected.
Widgets are no long temporarily displayed before they are hidden when the
VISIBLE has been set to 0.
Resolved an issue in Basic Plus where Menus were being hidden by other widgets
even when they had correct focus.
Toggle buttons are now working as they should.
Fixed an issue where HTBasic was "softening" the edges of graphic images and
printouts.
SYSTEM$ ("SERIAL NUMBER") will now correctly display the serial number used to
install HTBasic.
Access to this number is also working as it should.
The Bomb Squad examples in the Basic Plus Examples folder are now working.
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